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Summary/Abstract: In the age of globalization, recognizing and preserving identity is essential, especially with translation as mediator between cultures. The task of the translator remains as difficult as ever in the face of translating foreign, often untranslatable concepts and structures. This paper takes a closer look at the translation of Ion Creangă’s Amintiri din copilărie, produced by Ana Cartianu and R.C. Johnston in 1978. Such an enterprise becomes problematic given the abundance in terms associated with the life and customs of Romania’s countryside in the 19th century, making it all the more complicated to create a clear cut image of Creangă’s art for the foreign reader.
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translating-cultural-and-historical-coordinates-in-ion-creang-s-memories-of-my-boyhood. publicité. For instance, in Ana Cartianu's translation of Ion &UHdqV Memories of My Boyhood, a culture specific element such as hore is rendered into English by horas, preserving the Romanian word to which the plural inflection –s is added and giving an explanatory note: “horas = a Romanian country dance, danced in a circle”. This is the case with words such as: KXVDVf&URFVYAG OHL SUaMLQL PRFDQL PAPAOLJ@ OIrUL uh)JWRDUH GRLQG irmilic. „/XLGDVFoXO9DVLLOH9DVLLOFLAOLLOMLQDQXPDLOLQXQXWPRFVYAG SHOXQG SHOXQG trei KXVDVL SHOXQG.” The study of law differs from country to country, but most law degree programmes include core (compulsory) subjects which all students must take. Which core courses are typical in your country? How long does it take to complete a law degree? Some courses in legal English focus on the study of AngloAmerican legal systems and associated terminology. Others offer a more practical introduction to the language skills lawyers will need during their future careers. You are going to hear a discussion between two law students, Heidi from Germany and Pavel from Russia. They are each spending a semester studying law in England and are discussing the English courses they were required to take as part of the law degree programmes in their respective countries. Childhood Memories (also known as Recollections of Childhood, Memories of My Childhood or Memories of My Boyhood; Romanian: Amintiri din copilărie, pronounced [aminˈtirʲ din kopilɐˈrie]) is one of the main literary contributions of Romanian author Ion Creangă. The largest of his two works in the memoir genre, it includes some of the most recognizable samples of first-person narratives in Romanian literature, and is considered by critics to be Creangă's masterpiece. Structured into separate chapters. Date uploaded. maintain Egyptian national identity in the context of globalization and ever-increasing transnational linkages acts to undermine attempts to promote the civil and. This article is based on eldwork conducted as part of my doctoral project, 1998–2001, and funded by the UK Economic and Social Research Council. 3 That is, the aim of the article is to produce a case study of the events surrounding the report of events in al-Kushah and not to present a case study of the actual events that occurred in al-Kushah. 4 Elie Kedourie, Democracy and Arab Political Culture (London: Frank Cass, 1994); Bernard Lewis, “Islam and Liberal Democracy,” Atlantic Monthly 271:2 (1993), pp. 89 – 98.